What’s on your radar?

Overview

What: a map of potential solutions & ideas.
Why: enables you to identify important solutions & shift perspective as needed.

1. Choose a central task & write it above the radar.
2. Mark each corner with themes, barriers, and enablers.
3. Write down answers to your task from a variety of perspectives and place accordingly on the radar. The more important to you it is, the closer you should place it to the center. Depending on the paper size, draw directly on the sheet or use sticky notes.

FAQs
something here

Example

Task
In what ways does limited mobility impact organizations, communities, and businesses? Why invest in mobility?

- no vehicle to get to interviews
- limits recruiting network
- lost time for hobbies
- family & social commitments
- sets standard for other communities
- $ for vehicle maintenance
- opportunity to attract new businesses to the region
- getting friends & family to & from
- opportunity to be a leader in mobility

Other
Use this section to capture additional thoughts about mobility challenges.

Business Goals
Think about...
- operating costs
- training costs
- innovation

Attraction/Retention
Think about...
- attracting top talent
- recruiting / application process
- career development / promotion
- network building

Culture & Communities
Think about...
- skills needed
- future technologies
- employee benefits
- community relationships

Distributing the future more evenly
What’s on your radar? Worksheet